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Edit content in the sub community is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise stated. More Roblox Demon Slayer RPG 2 Wiki Doom EternalLogo of the game. Developer id Software Editor Bethesda SoftworksComposor Mick GordonDate RELEASE PC, PlayStation 4, Xbox OneINT: March 20, 2020 Nintendo SwitchINT: December 8, 2020 Kind of first-person Shooter Playback
One Player, multiplayerPlate form Computer: WindowsConsole (s): Xbox One, PlayStation 4, Nintendo SwitchMoteur id Tech 7VALUation PEGI: 18? The website bethesda.net/fr/game/doomDoomDoom (2016) edit - change code - edit Wikidata Doom Eternal is a first-person shooter in a sci-fi and horror universe released on March 20, 2020. The game is developed by id Software
and released by Bethesda Softworks. It's available on Windows, PlayStation 4, Xbox One. It will be released at a later date on Nintendo Switch. On October 20, 2020, a standalone campaign DLC, titled The Ancient Gods - Episode 1, was released, which follows the events of the main campaign. The game is the sequel to Doom released in 2016, which is a reboot of the series.
The first Doom was released in 1993, and was one of the first very successful first-person shooters. The player plays Doom Slayer, a human with considerable strength and armor forged in hell. Doom Slayer is sent back to Earth after the events of Doom to reject the invasion of the demons of the underworld. Using a variety of weapons, the player is led to excel in nervous battles,
requiring constant movement, and having a management of ammunition and life that forces aggression, forging the dynamic gameplay that was the reputation of the previous installment. The music in the game by Mick Gordon is especially recognized by the press and the players. Synopsis After the events of Doom, the Earth was invaded by demonic forces, wiping out 60% of the
planet's population, using the now corrupt Union Aerospace Corporation (UAC). What is left of mankind fled the earth or regrouped as part of the RCAF, a resistance movement originally formed to stop the invasion, but which hid after suffering heavy losses. Doom Slayer, previously sent to an unknown location, returns to Earth with a new arsenal of weapons and a fortress on an
earth satellite controlled by IA VEGA, to obliterate the demonic forces. Game Mechanics Game System Player plays as Doom Slayer, a former warrior fighting against the demonic forces of hell, in first-person view. The game is in line with its predecessor with its push-forward battle, encouraging the player to aggressively engage enemies to acquire health, ammunition and armor.
The player has access to various firearms: Shotgun, Super Shotgun, Heavy Gun, Rocket Launcher, Plasma rifle and Baliste, as well as two special weapons BFG 9000 and Unmaykr. SuperHagle is now equipped with a Butcher's Hook, which grips the player against an enemy, operating as a grip in battle, although it can only attach itself to enemies. Slayer is also equipped with a
chainsaw that can load its ammunition by cutting out demons, the melting pot (the great sword of Slayer) with three refills and killing any demon in one case swoop. Doom Slayer's armor is equipped with a launcher, mounted on the shoulders with the ability to throw grenades and ice bombs. It can set enemies on fire in Ardent Spit mode, and will drop pieces of armor while killing
enemies with the chainsaw will bring down ammunition. The armor also has a retractable arm blade, Blade of Destiny, which allows for a greater variety of quick and violent executions, Glory Kill, which frees up more health spots. New motion mechanisms such as climbing, bars like swinging, as well as double jump and double rush (dash) have also been introduced. Creative
director Hugo Martin said there would be twice as many types of demons as the 2016 reboot. There are new types of enemies, such as Marauder and Destiny Hunter, while others, such as Doloris, Arachnotron and Arch-Vile, have been reintroduced from previous Doom entries. A new system called Destruible Demons is introduced, in which the bodies of enemies are gradually
destroyed and damaged in battle when they suffer injury. Thanks to this system, parts of a demon's anatomy can be destroyed to eliminate their ability to use their stronger attacks, the damage is localized. There is also a new life system. During the game, players can collect 1-UP items (which look like green helmets) scattered throughout the environment to earn life. As with the
previous installment, a menu allows the map to be displayed, allowing the player to find himself in these very vertical levels. A aiming help option is available for controller owners, an option primarily for console players, because Doom Eternal is like any FPS, more suited to an experience with keyboard/mouse configuration. Animated tutorials appear, they interrupt the action during
the game to explain a new element of gameplay to the player by placing it in a small room just to test a new force on a demon for example, this option is disabled. Another novelty of the game is a main area that acts as a called the fortress, which players can visit between missions, which includes upgrades and equipment behind doors to unlock with Sentinel Batteries to collect in
levels. A room is planned for Slayer training, invoking waves of demons. Combat and death in this arena have no consequences for life or ammunition. Players can also unlock a hidden bonus weapon, Unmaykr, after getting the six Empyrean Keys behind Slayer's six gates, intense optional levels with multiple enemies. Items such as albums and characters collected during the
game are stored in Slayer's room and the Fortress. The game has a bestiary of 6 demons Piétaille, 13 Massives, and 5 Super Massifs, as well as several bosses. Campaign modes and difficulties The campaign offers difficulty levels Blueaille (beginner), Hurt Me (Easy), Ultravold (Medium) and Nightmare (string). The Extra Life mode is a special mode to play in the countryside
starting with 3 lives, the player has only those lives and those he finds in the levels, the game is then lost as soon as Slayer has run out of life. This mode offers the four levels of difficulty in the classic promotion. UltraCauchemar mode is also available, the promotion is locked at the Nightmare level and the game will be lost if the player dies. A sign marks the location of the player's
death, reminiscent of a Dark Souls mechanic. An option is also present in the settings: Sentinel Armor. Enabled by default, and not available for UltraCauchemar and Extra Life modes, this option offers the player a Sentinel Armor when he has died a certain number of times. This armor provides enormous damage resistance. The curious way this option is suggested in the settings
and not integrated into the difficulty level, shows a lack of confidence in the studio's control over difficulties. A Master mode allows you to play any of the renewed levels of the game, including many more enemies, this mode can be played at any difficulty level among the four. It is possible to play the completed levels via a terminal in Slayer fortress, it also allows to activate cheat
codes that must be found in the levels in advance. There are the classics of the genre: infinite life, infinite ammunition, a mode that unlocks all weapons its modules and enhancements, all runes, all passive abilities of Praetor armor, but still the immediate amazing mode, silver bullet mode that kills after two bullets, infinite overload mode, infinite attack mode, infinite Berserk mode
and also hunger mode that prevents the demons from letting go of health when they die , and fiesta mode confetti during the explosion of demons, and finally Quakecon mode, which adds an audience to the soundtrack that cheers the player in their actions. Enabling a cheat code disables access to Slayer doors at certain levels. The Doom and Doom II PC of the killer's room in the
fortress allows you to play Doom (1993) and Doom II (1994) in its entirety. Firstly, you need to find the disk in the game hidden in a level of Doom Eternal, and secondly you need to enter the password Flynn Taggart, one of the names of Doomguy. Multiplayer Doom Eternal offers only an asymmetric multiplayer mode that allows confrontation of 3 players, Battlemode. A player
plays Doom Slayer against two other players who play as demons among the 5 different players available. The games take place in 3 rounds, they unravel when Slayer kills the other two players or when Slayer is killed. Demons can rise again after a while, as long as the other demon is not killed. The five demons originally available are Marauder, Mancubus, Doloris, The
Revenant and Arch-Vile. In addition to their specific attacks, each demon, as well as Slayer, has a capability wheel at each start of the round, which includes a choice of six additional abilities. An additional mode, called Invasion, is also in the works and should be launched as a free update after launch. In this mode, players will be able to participate in other people's solo
campaigns and fight them like demons. This mode can be disabled by players who want to play the game solo. Bethesda has not yet released a release date. Story Frame After the events of Doom, the Earth was invaded by demonic forces, wiping out 60% of the planet's population, using the now corrupt Union Aerospace Corporation (UAC). What is left of mankind fled the earth
or regrouped as part of the RCAF, a resistance movement originally formed to stop the invasion, but which hid after suffering heavy losses. Doom Slayer, previously sent to an unknown place, returns to Earth with a new arsenal of weapons and a fortress on an earth satellite controlled by IA VEGA, to obliterate the demonic forces by killing the 3 priests in hell; Deag's Nilox, Ranak
and Grav. Priests serve an angelic being known as Khan Maykr who seeks to sacrifice humanity. Slayer teleports to the ruins of Los Angeles and deag Nilox heads off, but Khan Maykr teleports the two remaining priests to unfamiliar places, forcing Slayer to continue his quest. After restoring the celestial locator of the world by the exultia Sentinel, Slayer goes to hell to retrieve an
energy source from a fallen Sentinel called He warns Slayer that the end of mankind has come, and then gives him the energy source. VEGA steers Slayer to an Arctic citadel where Deag Ranak sought refuge; Slayer retrieves his Super Shotgun and beats the priest's custodians, Doom Hunters, before beheading him. In response to Deag Ranak's death, Khan Maykr Deag Grav
moves to a safe place and accelerates the invasion of the earth. The slayer is forced to change tactics, destroying the Super Nest in Gore in Central Europe, where the invasion began. After destroying the nest, VEGA proposes to find Samuel Hayden, who knows the location of Deag Grav. Slayer travels to a complex where he retrieves the chassis of Hayden's robot, as well as a
melting pot, before confronting a Marauder, a demonic sent to stop Slayer. After downloading Hayden's spirit in the fortress, he reveals that Deag Grav is hiding on Sentinel Prime. The only Sentinel Prime portal located in the ancient city of Hebeth in the heart of Mars, Slayer then goes to a facility on Phobos, where it uses the BFG 10000 to draw a large hole on Mars to get with
the debris to Hebeth. After reaching the Sentinel Prime portal, Slayer discovers that Deag Grav is hiding in a gladiator arena. Slayer kills Deag Grav's guardian, gladiator, the last infernal priest warns Slayer that if he kills him on land by sentinels, he will be excluded. Slayer shoots Deag Grav in the head and teleports to the fortress. Despite stopping the demons' invasion of the
earth, the Slayer fortress is remotely disabled by Khan Maykr, who decides to revive super-predators and world-eating demon, Sin Icon, to wipe out humanity. However, Slayer uses the latent Silver Energy of the Demon Crucible to reactivate the fortress and travel to the Silver of Nur to find his own melting pot from the time he was in the Sentinels. Several elements of Slayer's
past are then revealed. During the invasion of the sentinel world of the underworld, a rebellious servant of Khan Maykr gave Doomguy superior abilities, turning him into Doom Slayer. Hayden explains to slayer that Khan Makyr has formed an alliance with Hell to produce Silver Energy, which is created by mass sacrifices of human souls. In exchange for giving worlds to hell,
Maykrs gets a share of the Silver energy produced by Hell that allows their own dimension, Urdak, to survive. With The Icon of Sin on Urdak, Hayden Slayer leads through the giant citadel of Hell, Nekravol, until he finds a portal that leads to the Maykr dimension. He then finds Khan Maykr and stops the ceremony by using the traitor's dagger to destroy the heart that would have
allowed Khan Maykr to control his sin icon. Released control of Maykr, Sin Icon wakes up from its dormant state and manages to teleport to Earth. The awakening of the Sin icon also breaks the alliance between Khan Maykr and Hell, allowing the demons to invade Urdak. Khan Maykr opposes the killer, declaring that Urdak must destroy the earth in order to survive. They fight and
Slayer manages to kill Khan Maykr before taking a portal to Earth to meet Sin Icon. After an intense battle through the city's skyscrapers, Slayer kills his Icon by piercing him in the head with his melting pot, ending the invasion of the earth of hell. Universe Doom Eternal takes place in a futuristic universe (the game takes place in 2150), on Earth, ravaged by demons, in the world of
guards of the lost civilization Silver, in hell and in Urdak. Urdak is a world of maykr, as opposed to hell, and associated with Paradise. Maykrs was once allied with the Sentinels to fight the underworld, but they betrayed them to sacrifice their souls in exchange for energy. Urdak's world lives in balance thanks to Silver energy, so much so that it makes a deal with Underworld to get
new worlds, and especially new souls, fuel for the production of Silver energy. In the events of Doom Eternal, Maykr and especially Khan Maykr cooperate with the demons to invade the earth and sacrifice the souls of people in the underworld. Doom Slayer Characters The Doom Slayer is a mysterious human of unknown origin, with considerable strength and armor forged in hell.
He's the only thing that scares the demons of the underworld. Although he was considered a foreigner, he had joined the Sentinels, a battle order of an ancient civilization, Silver D'Nur, until civilization disappeared invaded by the underworld, with the complicity of Maykr, who betrayed the silver people. He was captured by the priests of the underworld, who locked him in a
sarcophagus for an unknown period. Slayer is published at the beginning of Doom, the opus ahead of Doom Eternal, with unprecedented rage. Priests of the underworld: Deags Deag Nilox, Deag Ranak and Deag Grav are the three priests of the underworld, destroyed and under the orders of Khan Maykr who will kill one after a Slayer. Khan Maykr Every 10,000 years, the
collective consciousness of maykren, called Singularity, Khan Maykr, gives birth to a supreme being who will rule Urdak. She betrays the Silver people and destroys them to sacrifice them to bring even more energy to their world. This is the main enemy in the game. ARC: Resistance After the total collapse of world civilization after the demonic invasion on earth, nations and
borders ceased to exist, with the remaining political and military forces consolidating under the Allied nations, they founded the RCAF. CRA resistance fighters intervene captured voicemail in doom slayer fortress. They intervene throughout the game, commenting on the invasion by desperately calling for help, and then gradually observing the annihilation of the demons of Doom
Slayer. Samuel Hayden Mysterious high-ranking character in the station on Mars, he is one of the protagonists of the previous Doom. Hayden was once a human who was diagnosed with incurable left brain cancer with more than a few months to live. However, Hayden avoided his death by transferring parts of his brain to a three-metre-high robot. He does not approve of certain
acts of Slayer, but helps him before he gets the demonic melting pot, he then betrays Slayer and locks him back into a sarcophagus, which closes the Doom of 2016. Hayden is an indispensable actor who later pits humanity against the underworld. In Doom Eternal, killer Hayden recovers in a pitiful state, halved. He then helps her in her last fight. VEGA VEGA is an artificial
intelligence with a male voice, designed by Dr. Hayden. It helps Slayer achieve his goals through history and provides the navigation interface. Doom Eternal Development was originally developed for Windows, PlayStation 4 and Xbox One by id Software. It is an American studio founded in 1991 and best known as the creator of the shooter series Doom (1993) and Quake (1996).
The studio was acquired in 2009 by ZeniMax Media, which also owned Bethesda Softworks. The latter is the publisher of Doom Eternal. In 2016, id Software released the first reboot of a new trilogy in the Doom series; then the studio begins the development of the sequel: Doom Eternal. The game runs on game engine ID Tech 7, specially designed by id Software. In June 2018,
the game was announced to the specialized press by a short teaser on E3. Then, in July, a video of the gameplay was presented at QuakeCon, a convention organized by id Software. At the event, the studio announced a version of the game on Nintendo Switch. The game was released on 20 September 2015. The first version released by Bethesda included an executable to
bypass the game's digital protection (DRM). Despite a solution removing this quickly deployed executable, this led to the emergence of fake versions on the internet immediately after its release. October 20, 2020, a standalone campaign DLC, entitled The Ancient Gods - Episode 1, was released. This campaign continued the events of the main campaign. The music of Doom
Eternal is composed by Mick Gordon, who was already a composer for the 2016 reboot. The Doom Eternal soundtrack is available to publishers On April 18, 2020, the reviews of the soundtrack's mix-up have been high, with composer Mick Gordon saying he has not mastered all his production, and controversy ensues. [22] The DLC soundtrack, The Ancient Gods - Episode 1, will
be performed by Andrew Hulshult and David Levy when Mick Gordon left the studio after the dispute over mixing the soundtrack to Doom Eternal's main campaign. Home Overview of Notes Received Print Press Media Note PC Gamer (UK) 94/100[23] Digital Press Media Note Destructoid (US) 8.5/10[24] Game 9/10[25] GameSpot (US) 8/10[26] GamesRadar (US) 3.5/5[27]IGN
(US) ) 9/10[28] Jeuxvideo.com (FR) 18/20[29] Media Note Aggregators Note Metacritic (PC) 90/100[30](PS4) 87/100[31](XONE) 89/100[32] edit This section is empty, insufficiently detailed or incomplete. Your help is welcome! How do I do that? Critic Doom Eternal has received universal recognition for the Windows version and generally favorable reviews for the PlayStation 4 and
Xbox One versions, according to critic aggregator Metacritic. Critics praised the campaign, graphics, level design, struggle and improvements over its predecessor, while some did not like the game's increased emphasis on storytelling and lore. [34] Sales The game had 100,000 simultaneous users on Steam on launch day, more than twice as many as when Doom was released in
2016. The Doom Eternal Awards won best action game and best PC game at the 2019 Game Critics Awards. Notes and references - (en-US) Doom Eternal's Hub Area: The Fortress Of Doom has upgrades, Easter eggs and more, at GameSpot (visited April 6, 2020) - (en-US) Francesco De Meo, DOOM Eternal Delayed To March 2020; October 29, 2019 (reached march 29,
2020) - Puyo, DOOM Eternal sends gameplay and a Switch version, Gamekult, August 10, 2018 (read online, seen August 12, 2018). Thomas Cusseau, Rage 2 officially unveiled in an angry video: Border Land 2, at Gamekult, May 15, 2015. ChewbieFR, RAGE 2: Bethesda sends us a series of colorful screenshots on Jeuxvideo.com, May 15, 2018 (reached October 31, 2018).
Chris Remo, Bethesda Parent ZeniMax acquires id software, Gamasutra, June 24, 2009 (visited October 31, 2018). Doom Eternal powered by next generation id Tech 7, sports new modes, TweakTown, August 10, 2018 (read online, seen August 12, 2018). A and b Maximilien Cagnard, Doom Eternal: here's the first game video, it lasts 15 minutes and it's absolutely brutal! at
JeuxActu, 10 August 2018 (consulted 1 November 2018). Rami Bououd, E3 2018: DOOM Eternal announced with a 100% infernal trailer on Gameblog, June 11, 2018 (reached october 31, 2018). A and b On Earth, it's in Doom Eternal: Don't Call It Doume Two at Gamekult, June 11, 2018 (reached October 31, 2018). Mrderiv, QuakeCon 2018: Fallout 76, Doom Eternal, Rage 2
presented, on Jeuxvideo.com, July 23, 2018 (visited November 1, 2018). Nicolas Verlet, DOOM Eternal broadcasts gameplay and a Switch: The QuakeCon version launches on Gamekult, August 10, 2018 (reached november 1, 2018). Nourdine Nini, QuakeCon 2018. DOOM Eternal: First game video and Switch version announced, on Gameblog, August 10, 2018 (visited
November 1, 2018). Lauriane Gagnard, DOOM 64 returns with a new chapter for the release of DOOM Eternal, on tomsguide.fr, March 10, 2020 (reached March 12, 2020). The Doom Eternal shooter we needed to solve problems with the flamethrower, The Monde.fr, March 20, 2020 (read online, seen March 22, 2020) - Nathan Le Gohlisse, DOOM Eternal: A DRM-free version on
the Bethesda launcher rendered Denuvo protection useless, on Clubic.com, March 25, 2020 (consulted March 25, 2020) DOOM Eternal: The Ancient Gods, Episode 1 - A more hellish extension than ever, on JVeFrance , October 25, 2020 (Visited November 12, 2020) - Doom Eternal Test: The Ancient Gods, Part I, on Jeuxvideo.com (consulted November 12, 2020) - Doom
Eternal: A Broadcast OST That Disturbs Composer Mick Gordon, on Jeuxvideo.com (consulted April 27, 2020) - Doom Eternal : the sound mix of the finger-pointed soundtrack, on Jeuxvideo.com (consulted April 27, 2020) - (one-GB) DOOM Eternal officially released soundtrack is a bad mixed mess that composes Mick Gordon barely had a hand in , on Critical Hit, April 20, 2020
(reached April 27, 2020) - DOOM Eternal: the new composers of DLC The Ancient Gods, Episode 1 share a bit of released metal, on GAMERGEN.COM (consulted November 12, 2020) - (en-US) James Davenport, Doom Eternal Review, on PC Gamer, March 17, 2020 (consulted March 17, 2020) - Chris Carter, Review: Doom Eternal, on Destructoid, March 17, 2020 (consulted
March 17, 2020) - Test - DOOM Eternal hurt me , so I hurt him too, at Gamekult, March 17, 2020 (consulted March 17, 2020) - (en-US) Phil Hornshaw, Doom Eternal Review In Progress, at GameSpot, March 17, 2020 (Visited March 17, 2020) - Josh West, Eternal Doom review: Scream at you to move faster and harder to fight, and you can do nothing but obey at GamesRadar,
March 17, 2020 (reached March 17, 2020) - Ryan McCaffrey , Doom Eternal Single-Player Review - IGN, on IGN, March 17, 2020 (now March 17, 2020) - Doom Eternal Game Test Jeuxvideo.com March 2020 (Visited March 17, 2020) - Doom for Eternal PC Reviews, metacritic, CBS Interactive (available March 17, 2020) - Doom Eternal for PlayStation 4 Reviews, On Metaticcri,
CBS Interactive March 23, 2020) - Doom Eternal for Xbox One Reviews Metacritic (consulted March 17, 2020) - Doom Eternal Review Roundup, at GameSpot (now 29 March 2020) - (en-US) Andy Chalk, Doom Eternal roars past 100,000 competitor users on Steam, on PC Gamer, 20. 2020 (Visited March 28, 2020) - (en-US) Eddie Makuch, Final Fantasy 7 Remake Winner Best
Of Show At E3 2019 Critics Game Awards, at GameSpot, June 28, 2019 (reached December 1, 2020) External links (mul) Official website portal for Science Fiction Video GamePortal This document comes from .
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